Efficient and compatible capsules for supreme coffee enjoyment.

MENSHEN MAKES IT HAPPEN.
The difference is in the mix.

MENSHEN supplies a wide range of injection molded coffee capsules. Both the “open capsules” and the “full oxygen barrier capsules” offer numerous advantages and are compatible with standard branded machines.

All the injection molded coffee capsules produced at MENSHEN undergo 100% inspection by vision control systems and adhere to very tight tolerances. This high rate of dimensional stability in production ensures optimum efficiency when the capsules are being filled.
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Open capsules from MENSHEEN.

The open capsules from MENSHEEN have a proven flow pattern, ensuring optimum coffee extraction. The openings in the recesses on the base of the capsule ensure compatibility with all popular branded machines. This means that the water can flow freely through the ground coffee – for ultimate coffee enjoyment. The flow wrap outer packaging warrants a long shelf life as well as sealing in the aroma.

Full oxygen barrier capsules from MENSHEEN.

The full oxygen barrier capsule from MENSHEEN has an exceptionally long shelf life. During production, the injection molded capsule is provided with an EVOH layer by means of co-injection technology. Thanks to the aluminum seal in the base of the capsule they are compatible with all popular brands of coffee machine. This ensures a reliable oxygen barrier which can be 100% monitored. The extra benefit: a shelf life of over 12 months. The capsules additionally have the unique “diamond grid” sealing zone which warrants excellent sealing properties to the coffee machine. At the same time, the aluminum seal on the base of the injection molded capsule facilitates perfect functionality, irrelevant of the brand of machine.
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